If an interarea oscillatory mode has insufficient damping, generator redispatch can be used to improve its damping. We explain and apply a new analytic formula for the modal sensitivity to rank the best pairs of generators to redispatch. The formula requires some dynamic power system data and we show how to obtain that data from synchrophasor measurements. The application of the formula to damp interarea modes is explained and illustrated with interarea modes of the New England 10-machine power system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power transmission systems have multiple electromechanical oscillatory modes in which power system areas can swing against each other. In large grids, these interarea oscillations typically have low frequency in the range 0.1 to 1.0 Hz, and can appear for large or unusual power transfers. Poorly damped or negatively damped oscillations can become more frequent as power systems experience greater variability of loading conditions and can lead to equipment damage, malfunction or blackouts. Practical rules for power system security often require sufficient damping of oscillatory modes [1] , [2] , such as damping ratio of at least 5%, and power transfers on tie lines are sometimes limited by oscillations [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
There are several approaches to maintaining sufficient damping of oscillatory modes, including limiting power transfers [6] , installing closed loop controls [1] , and the approach of this paper, which is to take operator actions such as redispatching generation [6] , [7] , [8] . It is now feasible to monitor modal damping and frequency online from synchrophasors (also known as PMUs) [9] , [10] . Suppose that a mode with insufficient damping ratio is detected. Then what actions should be taken to restore the mode damping?
This paper calculates the best generator pairs to redispatch to maintain the mode damping by combining synchrophasor and state estimator measurements with a new analytic formula for the sensitivity of the mode eigenvalue with respect to generator redispatch. This formula, previously thought to be unattainable, is derived with a combination of new and old methods in [11] . The length of the derivation (more than 8 pages) precludes its presentation here. In this paper we state, explain, and demonstrate the application of the new formula and show how the terms of the formula could be obtained from power system measurements. In particular, we propose using synchrophasors to measure the terms of the formula that The authors are with ECpE dept., Iowa State University, Ames IA USA; dobson@iastate.edu. We gratefully acknowledge support in part from NSF grant CPS-1135825 and Arend J. and Velma V. Sandbulte professorship funds. depend on dynamics and using the state estimator to measure the terms of the formula that depend on statics.
Changes in generator dispatch change the oscillation damping by exploiting nonlinearity of the power system: changing the dispatch changes the operating equilibrium and hence the linearization of the power system about that equilibrium that determines the oscillatory modes and their damping. This open loop approach that applies an operator action after too little damping is detected can be contrasted with an approach that designs closed loop controls to damp the oscillations preventively. The closed loop control design chooses control gains that appear explicitly in the power system Jacobian, whereas generator redispatch changes the Jacobian indirectly by changing the operating point at which the Jacobian is evaluated.
We now review previous works using generator redispatch to damp oscillations; these have considered heuristics, brute force computations, and formulas that are difficult to implement from measurements. These approaches have established that generator redispatch can damp oscillatory modes.
Fischer and Erlich pioneered heuristics for the redispatch in terms of the mode shapes for some simple grid structures and for the European grid [8] , [12] . Their heuristics seem promising for insights, elaborations and validation, especially since there has also been progress in determining the mode shape from measurements [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] .
There are also previous approaches that require a dynamic grid model. The effective generator redispatches can be determined by repetitive computation of eigenvalues of a dynamic power grid model to give numerical sensitivities [5] , [6] , [17] , [18] . Also, there are exact computations of the sensitivity of the damping from a dynamic power grid model [7] , [19] , [20] , [21] that are based on the eigenvalue sensitivity formula
where w and v are left and right eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue λ and J p is the derivative of the Jacobian with respect to the amount of generator redispatch p. The calculation of J p involves the Hessian and the sensitivity of the operating point to p. However, requiring a large scale power system dynamic model poses difficulties. It is challenging to obtain validated models of generator dynamics over a wide area and particularly difficult to determine dynamic load models that would be applicable online when poor modal damping arises. We think that a good way to solve the difficulties with online large scale power system dynamic models is to combine models with synchrophasor measurements to get actionable information about mode damping. In particular, the dynamic information about the power system can be estimated from arXiv:1503.06144v1 [cs.SY] 20 Mar 2015 synchrophasors. However, formula (1) is not suitable for this purpose since it is not feasible to estimate from measurements the left eigenvector w in (1) (or derivatives of eigenvectors in other versions of (1)). This was a primary motivation for developing our new formula in [11] . In particular, the formula shows that the first order effect of a generator redispatch largely depends on the mode shape (the right eigenvector) and power flow quantities that can be measured online. The assumed equivalent generator dynamics only appears as a factor common to all redispatches. Given a lightly damped interarea mode of a system, the method can rank all the possible generators pairs. The rank is based on the size of the change of the damping ratio of the interarea mode.
In this paper, the role in the method of measurements and the formula are first illustrated in a simple 3-bus system. Then the general formula derived in [11] is presented. How static and dynamic power quantities are obtained from measurements is discussed. The complex denominator of the formula contains the effect of the assumed equivalent generator dynamics, and a technique to obtain from measurements the phase of this complex denominator is presented. The paper then explains how to calculate the best generator pairs to damp a given mode, and illustrates and verifies the calculation with interarea modes of the New England 10-machine system.
II. FORMULA FOR EIGENVALUE SENSITIVITY WITH

RESPECT TO GENERATOR REDISPATCH
A. Special case of a 3-bus system
We first present the eigenvalue sensitivity formula for a special case in which the formula simplifies. Consider the interarea mode of the simple 3-bus, 3-machine system shown in Fig. 1 . The generator dynamics is described by the swing equation and the transmission lines are lossless. In this special case, the bus voltage magnitudes are assumed constant. At the base case, the system is at an stable operating point and Fig. 1 shows the line power flows and the interarea oscillating mode pattern. The mode pattern shows that generator G1 is swinging against G3, and that G2 is not participating in the oscillation. The bus voltage phasor angles are δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 . Let θ 1 = δ 1 −δ 2 and θ 2 = δ 2 − δ 3 be the voltage angle differences across line 1 and line 2, and let p 1 and p 2 be the real power flows through line 1 and line 2. The interarea mode has complex eigenvalue λ and complex right eigenvector x. Generator redispatch causes changes in the angles across the lines dθ 1 and dθ 2 , and these in turn cause changes dλ in the eigenvalue. According to [11] , the formula for the first-order change in λ with respect to generator redispatch in a 3-bus system with constant voltage magnitudes reduces to
All quantities are in per unit unless otherwise indicated. The complex denominator α = 0.3080∠87.12 • seconds depends on the inertia and damping coefficients of the generators, the eigenvalue λ and its right eigenvector x. The right eigenvector written with components corresponding to the bus angles is x = (x δ1 , x δ2 , x δ3 ) t . 1 The right eigenvector may also be expressed in terms of the angles across the line as
is the change in the eigenvector across line 1, and x θ2 = x δ2 − x δ3 is the change of the eigenvector across line 2. It is these changes x θ1 and x θ2 in the right eigenvector across the lines that appear in (2) . Formula (2) is in terms of static load flow quantities θ and p that are available from state estimation, and dynamic quantities λ and x that could be available from synchrophasor measurements. Table I shows the values at the base case. Formula (2) indicates which lines have suitable power flow and eigenvector components to affect oscillation damping. In particular, it is effective for the redispatch to change the angles across the lines that have both changes in the mode shape across the line and sufficient real power flow in the right direction. Let us define the complex coefficients of dθ 1 and dθ 2 in (2) as C θ1 and C θ2 respectively. Then
Coefficient C θ1 has the largest real and imaginary components. It follows that dλ is more sensitive to redispatches done through line 1 than redispatches done through line 2. The damping ratio at the base case is given by Table II shows the results for the three possible generators pairs in the system for a small redispatch of 0.01 pu. As expected from (3), the damping ratio has the largest changes when redispatch is done through line 1. This is the case of generator pairs G1+,G2-and G1+,G3-; their changes in dζ are close. The damping ratio has almost no change when redispatch is done only through line 2 with the pair G3+,G2-. Gi+,Gj-indicates the redispatch that increases power at generator Gi and decreases power at generator Gj. 1 Since x is the right eigenvector of a quadratic formulation of the eigenvalue problem [11] , it contains the angle components, but not the frequency components, of the conventional right eigenvector. That is, the conventional right eigenvector is ( 
B. General case of formula for the change in the eigenvalue
Consider a connected power grid that has m generators, n + m buses and lines. Buses n + 1, . . . , n + m are the internal buses of the generators. Assume AC power flow and lossless transmission lines. Every generator is modeled with an equivalent second order equation (swing equation) and constant internal voltage magnitude. Loads are constant power, but frequency dependence of the real power and voltage dependence of the reactive power can be accommodated [11] . Then the power system dynamics is described by a set of differential-algebraic equations with variables (δ, V ). The dynamic variables are δ n+1 , . . . , δ n+m , and the algebraic variables are δ 1 , . . . , δ n , V 1 , . . . , V n . In this paper we use the quadratic formulation of the eigenvalue problem [11] , [22] , [23] with right eigenvector x and eigenvalue λ:
where L is part of the system Jacobian described in [11] and M and D are diagonal matrices containing the generator equivalent inertias and dampings;
The components of the right eigenvector or mode shape are x = (x δ n+1 , . . . , x δ n+m , x δ 1 , . . . , x δ n , x V 1 , . . . , x V n ) t . In other papers, the eigenstructure of differential-algebraic models with extended Jacobian J is often analyzed using the generalized eigenvalue problem Jv = λEv [24] . The difference between x and v is that x does not include the components of v related to generator angular speeds.
According to [11] , the new formula for the sensitivity of a nonresonant (algebraic multiplicity one) eigenvalue λ is
The denominator of (6), which is the same for all redispatches of a given mode, is
dθ k is the change in angle across the line k and dV i is the change in load i voltage magnitude due to the redispatch.
if line k joins load bus i to generator bus j p k is the real power flow in line k, q k is part of the reactive power flow in line k, and |A ik | is the absolute value of the ikcomponent of the bus-line incidence matrix. Q i is the reactive power demanded by load bus i. Formula (6) expresses the first-order change in the eigenvalue dλ in terms of the changes dθ in angles across the lines and changes dV in load voltage magnitudes caused by the generator redispatch. dλ depends linearly on the active power flow, part of the reactive power flow through every line of the network, and the reactive power demands at the loads, all evaluated at the base case.
C. Generator modeling
The overall dynamics of each generator is described by an equivalent swing equation model with constant internal voltage magnitude. For generator bus i, an "equivalent swing equation" is the standard swing equation model with inertia and damping coefficients h i and d i that produce the second order model that best approximates the entire dynamics of the generator i and its controls (this would be described as a second order dominant pole approximation in automatic controls). In our approach, there is no need to model the parameters h i and d i for each generator; it is only necessary to assume the existence of a second order model that can approximate well enough the contribution of the generator to the electromechanical mode. Indeed, since (6) only includes the combined generator dynamics as a common factor that is the same for all redispatches, we do not need to know the individual parameters of each equivalent generator model. Other authors using synchrophasor measurements to identify aggregated generator dynamics for studying oscillations also assume swing equation generator models but for their purposes identify the individual inertia and damping coefficients [25] , [26] .
III. MEASUREMENTS
Formula (6) depends on power system quantities that could be observed from measurements from the state estimator and from synchrophasors.
A. Quantities obtained from state estimator: p, q, Q, dθ, dV
The state estimator can determine the active power p and part of the reactive power flow q through every line of the network, and the load reactive power injections Q. Load flow equations can be used to relate the generator redispatches to changes in angles across the lines dθ and load voltage magnitudes dV .
B. Quantities obtained from synchrophasors: λ, x Formula (6) depends on the dynamic quantities λ and x that satisfy the quadratic formulation of the eigenvalue problem (5) . For an electromechanical oscillation present in a system, synchrophasors can make online measurements [9] , [10] , [27] , [28] of the damping and frequency of the eigenvalue λ associated with the oscillation. x is easy to obtain from a conventional right eigenvector. The right eigenvector of λ is in principle, and to some considerable extent in practice, available from ambient or transient synchrophasor measurements [13] , [14] , [15] . It is conceivable that historical observations or offline computations or general principles about the mode shape could be used to augment or interpolate the real-time observations, or that the real-time observations could be used to verify a predicted mode shape. Thus some combination of measurements and calculation could yield the mode shape x.
C. Method for estimating phase of α from measurements
The complex denominator α = 2λx T M x + x T Dx is the only part of formula (6) that depends on the generator equivalent dynamic parameters in the inertia and damping matrices M and D. In estimating the change dλ in the eigenvalue from (6), the angle ∠α controls the direction of dλ and the size of α controls the size of dλ. For each mode, α is the same for all generator redispatches. Therefore, in order to rank the generator redispatches for a given mode, it is sufficient to estimate ∠α from measurements.
Formula (6) can be summarized as dλ = Numerator α , so ∠α = ∠Numerator − ∠dλ. (10) To estimate ∠α we propose to take advantage of the small random load variations around the operating equilibrium. For such small random load variations, samples of dλ could be obtained from a series of synchrophasor estimates of λ. Samples of dθ and dV can be obtained from the load flow equations with simulated random load variations, so that samples of the numerator of (6) can be computed. It turns out that both the dλ samples and numerator samples have preferred or principal directions in the complex plane. Analyzing the dλ and numerator samples with Principal Component Analysis gives a principal axis direction for dλ and a principal axis direction for the numerator, and according to (10) , the angle between these principal axis directions can be used to find ∠α. In section VI-B, we illustrate and apply this calculation of ∠α to interarea modes of the New England system.
IV. RELATING REDISPATCH TO THE CHANGES dθ, dV , dλ Formula (6) expresses the eigenvalue change dλ in terms of dθ and dV . It remains to express dθ and dV in terms of the redispatch dP . Define the coefficient vectors of dθ and dV in (6) as
Then
From [11] we know that the linear relationship between the changes in angles dθ and changes in voltages dV with redispatch dP is given by
where A is the network incidence matrix, and † indicates pseudoinverse. As an alternative to the linearized computation of (dθ, dV ) from the redispatch dP in (13), one can simply recompute the AC load flow with the assumed change in redispatch dP . We can relate the change in an eigenvalue of a mode to a generator redispatch dP by substituting (13) into (12):
The complex coefficient C Pi gives the contribution of generator i to dλ by increasing the real power of generator i by dP i . The redispatch is assumed to satisfy the active power balance constraint m i dP i = 0. It is convenient to definẽ C P = |α|C P . Then multiplying both sides of (14) by |α| gives
It can be seen by considering (11)-(14) thatC P can be calculated fromC θ ,C V and ∠α. (Note, for example, that |α|C θ = e −∠αC θ .) Since |α|dλ is dλ multiplied by a real constant, the complex number |α|dλ has the same angle as dλ and has magnitude proportional to dλ. It follows that we can use |α|dλ to rank the generator redispatches.
V. RANKING GENERATORS PAIRS BY INCREASE IN
DAMPING RATIO DUE TO REDISPATCH
For a given oscillatory mode with insufficient damping ratio, the first step towards ranking the best generators to redispatch is to make the following measurements and calculations:
1) The eigenvalue λ associated with the interarea oscillation and its mode shape x are estimated from synchrophasor measurements. 2) p, q, Q are obtained from the state estimator. 3) ∠α is computed from measurements. 4) CoefficientsC θ k andC Vi in (6) are computed from (8) and (9) . 5)C P is computed fromC θ ,C V , ∠α. The most straightforward way of implementing generator redispatch is with a pair Gi+,Gj-of generators; that is, increasing the real power of generator i by some amount dP i and increasing the real power of generator j by the negative amount dP j = −dP i . We can use (14) to find the generator pair Gi+,Gj-that gives the most favorable eigenvalue change dλ that best increases the damping ratio. For a redispatch of amount dP i with generator pair Gi+,Gj-, the resulting eigenvalue change satisfies
Also the opposite redispatch Gj-,Gi+ with the same generator pair will yield |α|dλ ji = −|α|dλ ij . For every pair of generators in the system we can compute |α|dλ ij and |α|dλ ji and then we can compute the corresponding damping ratios ζ ij and ζ ji for every generator pair with (4) . The damping ratios for all pairs {ζ 12 , ζ 21 , . . . , ζ m−1,m , ζ m,m−1 } are then ranked from the largest one to the smallest one. The highly ranked pairs indicate the generator pairs and redispatch directions that will increase the damping ratio of the mode the most.
VI. DAMPING MODES OF THE NEW ENGLAND SYSTEM
This section presents the results for damping interarea modes of the New England 10-generator system [29] with generator redispatch. The equivalent parameters of the generators are given in the Appendix and the rest of the data is provided in [29] . All the numerical computation was done with the software Mathematica. Table III shows the eigenvalues of the 4 interarea modes at the base case. Since the system has 10 generators, there are 45 generators pairs. The method presented in section V was implemented for the interarea modes (this computation used a calculated value of α and a recalculated load flow to evaluate dθ and dV from dP ). A. Verifying the formula Formula (6) was verified for the four interarea modes, but here we present results only for mode 1. The eigenvalue λ 1 was computed for a given redispatch using (6) and using the exact computation of the Jacobian at the new operating point. Table IV shows the exact and approximate λ 1 for different amounts of redispatch of generator pair G5+,G9-. Table IV confirms that (6) reproduces the first order variation of λ 1 with respect to the redispatch. B. Estimating the phase of α for random load variations Table V shows the exact ∠α computed with (7) from the mode shape and the equivalent generator parameters, and the ∠α estimated from random load variations with the method of section III-C.
For each interarea mode, the set of random loads used in the computation were generated with the software Mathematica. The active power random load vector P r was sampled from a normal distribution of zero mean 2 The components of the reactive power random load vector Q r were computed as
P i and Q i are the active and reactive power demanded by load i at the base case. Then the load flow solution for the vector of loads P + P r and Q + Q r were computed and dλ and the numerator of (6) were computed. 50 random load scenarios were generated. Fig. 2 shows samples for λ 1 after being trimmed by 30% to remove outliers and analyzed with principal component analysis. This 2-dimensional λ 1 data was trimmed with multidimensional trimming based on projection depth [30] . Projection depth induces order for high dimensional data, which makes trimming straightforward. The results in Table V show that the method gives a very good estimation of ∠α. Fig. 3 shows the power flow p and oscillating mode pattern of interarea mode 1 at the base case. The mode pattern shows that generators G2 through G9 are oscillating against G10. The component of G10 is not very large compared with the components of the other generators, but G10 is a large generator that represents an equivalent of the New York State grid. From Fig. 3 we can see that generator G5 participates most in the oscillation, G8 has a small participation in the oscillation, and G1 does not participate in the oscillation. The method of section V was applied to rank the generator pairs that best increase the damping ratio for a small redispatch of 0.01 pu, and the top 10 generator pairs are shown in Table VI . The top 9 generator pairs all include G5-; that is, decreasing generation at G5 with increasing generation elsewhere. The change in damping ratio for these pairs are of the same order of magnitude, so it is clear from Table VI that the largest changes in damping ratio are due to the generator pairs involving G5-. Generator Pair dζ 1 (%) Generator Pair dζ 1 (%) 1 G6+,G5-0.00554 6 G1+,G5-0.00508 2 G3+,G5-0.00549 7 G9+,G5-0.00503 3 G7+,G5-0.00546 8 G4+,G5-0.00490 4 G2+,G5-0.00537 9 G10+,G5-0.00484 5 G8+,G5-0.00512 10 G6+,G10-0.000695 D. Ranking generator pairs to damp mode 2 Fig. 4 shows the power flow p and oscillating mode pattern of interarea mode λ 2 at the base case. The mode pattern shows that generators G1-G3 and G6-G9 are oscillating against G5. Generators G5 and G9 participate most in the oscillation.
The method of section V was applied to rank the generator pairs that best increase the damping ratio for a small redispatch of 0.01 pu, and the top 10 generator pairs are shown in Table VII . The top 9 generator pairs all include G5+; that is, increasing generation at G5 with decreasing generation elsewhere. Although the change in damping ratio is of the same order of magnitude for the 10 pairs, the increase in damping ratio for pair 10 G4+,G9-, is roughly half of the increase of damping ratio for pair 9 G5+,G4-. Now we analyze the most significant components of formula (6) to explain why G5 is playing a key role in damping mode 2. Table VII shows that the pairs with the largest change in damping ratio dζ are the ones with the largest increase in the damping Re{dλ}, so we can focus on the real part of (12).
Moreover, Table VII also shows that the changes Re{C θ } · dθ are larger than the changes Re{C V } · dV , so we focus on analyzing the terms of (12) related to dθ: G5 G9 (b) |dp| for redispatch G5+,G9-.
G5
(c) |dθ| for G5+,G9-. reactance, and the other line lumps together the transformer and lines joining the generator terminal bus to the network. (G10 differs since it represents New York state.) Fig. 5(a) shows |Re{C θ }|, the absolute value of dθ's coefficient in (18) . The lines that represents the transient reactance of G5 and the transient reactance of G9 have large components of |Re{C θ }|. Fig. 5(b) shows |dp|, the absolute value of the change in power flow in lines for the best ranked generator pair G5+,G9-. As expected, several lines have a significant change in power flow, but Fig. 5(c) shows that only the line that represents the transient reactance of G5 has a large change in angle |dθ|. This is due to the fact that transient reactance of G5 is much larger than the reactance of any of the other 55 lines of the system (see appendix). So, for any possible generator pair that involves G5, the line that represents the transient reactance of G5 will always have the largest change in angle. This large change in angle, combined with a large coefficient |Re{C θ }|, produces the dominant term of (18), as shown by Fig. 5(d) . Thus G5 is the key generator to participate in redispatch for producing the largest changes in damping for mode 2. Although Fig. 5(a) shows that there are other lines that have large dθ's real coefficient, and Fig. 5(b) shows that other lines have an important change in power |dp|, Fig. 5(c) shows that such lines do not have a large change in angle dθ, and as a result their associated terms in (18) are not large, as seen in Fig. 5(d) . This analysis shows a mechanism of how damping by redispatch works by changing the angles across lines that have large coefficients C θ .
E. Larger redispatches
Larger redispatches introduce some nonlinearity in the change in the damping ratio. This nonlinearity arises from three sources: the change in the load flow, the change in the eigenvalue dλ, and the change in the damping ratio. For a given size of redispatch of a generator pair, we can compute the exact nonlinear change in the load flow due to the redispatch, use (6) to linearly estimate the change in the eigenvalue based on measurements, and then compute the nonlinear change in the damping ratio. This is a large signal application of (6), and the top 10 generator pairs for modes 1 and 2 are shown in Table VIII for a redispatch of 0.4 pu. For comparison, Table VIII also shows the exact calculation that uses the nonlinear computation of dλ. As shown in Fig. 6 , the use of (6) for a larger redispatch gives the same grouping of the top 9 effective generator pairs and a similar ranking and grouping of the top 10 generator pairs as the exact calculation. An exception is that for mode 1, the 5th ranked generator pair G9+,G5-for a larger redispatch using (6) becomes the 9th ranked generator pair for the exact calculation. Fig. 6 also compares the changes in the damping ratio of the top 10 generator pairs for a small redispatch using (6) to the larger redispatch using (6) . The grouping of the top 9 effective generator pairs is preserved and the approximate ranking is preserved.
Overall, some details of the rankings differ for similarly effective generator pairs, but since the ranking will be used to provide a set of effective generators pairs from which an operationally suitable pair can be selected for redispatch by operators, the performance of the ranking is satisfactory. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
There has been success in monitoring interarea modal damping with synchrophasor measurements [9] , [10] ; the next step is to leverage synchrophasor measurements to provide advice to the operators to maintain a suitable modal damping ratio when the damping ratio is insufficient. Difficulties in accomplishing this in the past include the lack of wide-area online dynamic models and standard formulas that depend on quantities that cannot be measured. In this paper, we circumvent these difficulties by calculating the best generator pairs to redispatch to maintain modal damping by combining synchrophasor and state estimator measurements with a new analytic formula for the sensitivity of the mode eigenvalue with Fig. 6 . Changes in damping ratio for Mode 1 and Mode 2 for the top 10 generator pairs from Tables VI, VII, VIII rescaled to the same range to allow comparison. For each mode, left hand dots use formula (6) for a small redispatch, middle dots use (6) for a larger redispatch, and the right hand dots are the exact calculation for the larger redispatch. Clustering of similarly effective generator pairs is shown by close dots and changes in ranking appear as lines crossing.
respect to generator redispatch. The assumed equivalent generator dynamics only appears as a complex factor 1/α common to all redispatches and we propose a method of estimating the phase of α from ambient measurements. The new formula is somewhat complicated, and we explain and illustrate how it works in 3 and 10 generator examples. Future work may well discover further insights and applications using the formula. In summary, we make substantial progress towards practical application of a new formula to damp interarea oscillations based on measurable quantities.
